Other Uses for Our Innovative Target:

Basic Target Guidelines:

The beauty of the Dueling Tree system is the
simplicity and fun factor. It is extremely addicting to
shoot alone, but shooting with a partner makes it that
much more interesting.

-Our Rifle Dueling Tree may be used with pistols
or .223/5.56 in its standard configuration. We also
offer the option of larger paddles designed for .308
Winchester. Please DO NOT shoot the .223/5.56
paddles with .308. You WILL reduce the lifespan of
your Dueling Tree.

-

-

-

Start with 3 targets staggered on each side as
shown in the image on the front of this
packet.
2 shooters stand 10 yards (with pistols) or
100 yards (with rifles) from the target
system.
With a countdown timer or third person,
start the competition!
The first one to get all the targets to the
others side, wins!
Simple. Addicting. Skill enhancing.

-Our Rifle Dueling Tree is designed and built to last.
Its movement helps dispel fragmentation towards the
ground, and also reduced stress on the target system
in general. Following safety rules will help ensure
your target shooting experience is a safe and
memorable one!
-Please remember to maintain a 10 yard minimum
distance from the Dueling Tree when using pistols.
Maintain 100 yards minimum when using rifles. This
ensures the maximum lifespan of your target system.
- The Rifle Dueling Tree is very tall, it is VERY
important that you have an adequate back stop to
ensure any and all missed shots are accounted for.
This is your responsibility to ensure. We want you to
have the safest shooting experience possible.

Also please take the time to check out our website as
well as our other social media pages. We frequently
update all of our pages to show you what we are
doing as a company moving forward. We also just
love shooting sports in general, so expect TONS of
cool action shots of us enjoying our 2nd amendment
freedoms!

Lasting Performance. By Design.

183 South Market St. Ephrata, PA 17522
(717) 733-0088
www.TATargets.com

INSTRUCTIONS
SAFELY USING YOUR STEEL
TARGET SYSTEM

-Please note that the base has holes for stakes.
Typically stakes are not needed, even with this system.
However if you notice that the target could benefit
from added stability, simple tent stakes may be used
from a local hardware store
-ALWAYS WEAR APPROVED EYE AND EAR
PROTECTION WHENEVER ENJOYING
SHOOTING SPORTS!
-Please read our separate safe shooting pamphlet
included with this packaging. It outlines basic
range safety and safe shooting practices. Please
consult with trained professionals BEFORE
partaking in ANY range shooting!
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What is included in the box:

Assembly Pictures:

You will find the following packaged in your box:

First, place the round base onto a level, flat area of
ground. Then, with the help of a partner, slide the
upper angle into the bottom tube as shown above.
Then begin tightening the thumb screws on the
side and back of the tube. You may need to rock
the upright side to side while tightening the screws.
Please be sure the screws are adequately tightened
to ensure minimal movement of the target system.

-

RIFLE DUELING TREE:
Congratulations and thank you for your purchase of
one of our high quality steel target systems! We are
pleased to offer you our innovative targets to help
further your training and shooting goals. Whether for
tactical drills, scenario training, competition drills, or
just fun recreation, our steel targets will help make
your experience that much more enjoyable. Please
read the simple yet important instructions below to
ensure your experience is as safe and enjoyable as
possible

Key points of your Rifle Dueling Tree:
Assembly of our Rifle Dueling Tree is very simple
and creates a sturdy and stable target system that will
last for years to come when used properly. The
Dueling Tree is designed to be used with Rifles or
Pistols. The assembly process requires no tools. Some
folks will find it beneficial to set up with a partner as
the assembled Tree is pretty heavy. However it is
designed to be set up even by only a single person.
Many dueling trees on the market do not come apart
and are very bulky, ours is very modular. The paddles
can easily be installed and removed. Once struck by a
bullet, they will rotate from side to side creating a
very addicting shooting game and training tool!
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Steel AR500 angle upright support with
AR500 welded gussets

- Target Paddles as specified per your order. Please
note that our dueling is offered with 2 paddle sizes.
The first size is for pistols and .223/5.56 (left). The
second size is larger and is designed specifically
for .308 Winchester at 100 yards and beyond (right
paddle). All paddles are made from 3/8” AR550
steel.

-Steel round oversized base (below) with (2) wing
bolts for tightening/securing 2x4 upright post. Our
base also has holes if you feel the need to use stakes
for extra stability. Typically we have found that stakes
are not required.

Please NOTE: This target is HEAVY. We
HIGHLY recommend having another person
help with setup. Please use caution while
assembling your Rifle Dueling Tree.

The (6) included target paddles simply slide into the
gussets on the back of the vertical upright. They are
designed with a key to help eliminate paddles
“jumping” out of the gussets when hit with a high
powered rifle. Simply align the key with the slot in
the gusset to install. Then rotate into their
respective positions as shown above. You will chip
and scratch the paint upon installation, this is to be
expected, especially after the target has been shot.
We also recommend using a light oil or lubricant
around the paddles if the target is to be left outside
for extended periods of time.
Continued onto other side >>>
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